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Abstract
Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) cultivars must possess suitable end-
use quality for release and consumer acceptability. However, 
breeding for quality traits is often considered a secondary target 
relative to yield largely because of amount of seed needed and 
expense. Without testing and selection, many undesirable materi-
als are advanced, expending additional resources. Here, we de-
velop and validate whole-genome prediction models for end-use 
quality phenotypes in the CIMMYT bread wheat breeding pro-
gram. Model accuracy was tested using forward prediction on 
breeding lines (n = 5520) tested in unbalanced yield trials from 
2009 to 2015 at Ciudad Obregon, Sonora, Mexico. Quality 
parameters included test weight, 1000-kernel weight, hardness, 
grain and flour protein, flour yield, sodium dodecyl sulfate sedi-
mentation, Mixograph and Alveograph performance, and loaf 
volume. In general, prediction accuracy substantially increased 
over time as more data was available to train the model. Reflect-
ing practical implementation of genomic selection (GS) in the 
breeding program, forward prediction accuracies (r) for quality 
parameters were assessed in 2015 and ranged from 0.32 (grain 
hardness) to 0.62 (mixing time). Increased selection intensity was 
possible with GS since more entries can be genotyped than phe-
notyped and expected genetic gain was 1.4 to 2.7 times higher 
across all traits than phenotypic selection. Given the limitations 
in measuring many lines for quality, we conclude that GS is a 
powerful tool to facilitate early generation selection for end-use 
quality in wheat, leaving larger populations for selection on yield 
during advanced testing and leading to better gain for both qual-
ity and yield in bread wheat breeding programs.

The human population is growing exponentially, 
with current projections predicting a population of >9 

billion by 2050 (Gerland et al., 2014). An intersection of 
improved agronomic practices and improved crop variet-
ies will be imperative to ensure food security in the com-
ing decades. While overall production must increase, there 
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Core Ideas

•	 Genomic selection applied for wheat quality in 
CIMMYT spring bread wheat breeding program.

•	 All wheat quality traits predicted and validated using 
forward genomic selection.

•	 Dough and loaf traits have moderately high predictive 
ability in CIMMYT breeding program.

•	 Genomic selection genetic gain 1.4 to 2.7 times higher 
than phenotypic selection.
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is also growing demand to produce higher-quality, more 
nutritious food. Bread wheat is a staple of many diets, with 
milled flour used for a variety of products including leav-
ened and unleavened breads, noodles, cookies, cakes, and 
pastries. Each of these products demands wheat with a 
specific best-fit quality profile specifically considering the 
protein concentration, grain hardness, and gluten strength 
(Peña, 2002; Peña et al., 2002).

Processing and end-use quality for wheat is a combi-
nation of many defined parameters. Multiple phenotypic 
traits of the grain, flour, dough, and final products must 
be assessed to determine an overall quality and best 
end-use product. Typically, hard grain with high protein 
and strong and extensible gluten is acceptable for mak-
ing leavened breads and industrial pan bread, hard or 
medium hard grain with intermediate levels of protein 
and good dough extensibility make good flat breads, and 
soft grain with low protein and weak and extensible glu-
ten is used for cookies, cakes, and pastries (Peña, 2002; 
Peña et al., 2002). Many laboratory tests must be consid-
ered to ensure that candidate wheat varieties meet the 
quality profile for a given end-use product. Some of these 
tests are direct targets of selection with defined thresh-
olds, whereas other should be interpreted collectively or 
are used to inform for further stages of testing. CIM-
MYT uses grain hardness, grain protein, Alveograph W 
(dough strength) and P/L (tenacity vs. extensibility) val-
ues, along with final loaf volume collectively to approxi-
mate the product for which a wheat line would be best 
suited (R.J. Peña, unpublished data, 2011).

Wheat grain is assessed for premilling characteris-
tics, which impact marketing. These tests include kernel 
weight, weight per volume, color, hardness, vitreousness of 
the kernel, and total protein content. Many of these char-
acteristics are strongly correlated with grain yield with 
varying levels of heritability. Grain weight was found to 
have increased in CIMMYT bread wheats over time and 
was significantly correlated with yield (Aisawi et al., 2015). 
In contrast, grain protein content is often negatively cor-
related with yield and is highly impacted by environment 
and agronomic management (Terman et al., 1969).

Wheat endosperm texture also plays an impor-
tant role in milling and end-use targets. Hard and soft 
wheat differ in the strength of which starch granules are 
attached to the protein matrix. Hard wheat has much 
stronger attachment, thus requiring more energy expen-
diture during milling and damaging more starch than in 
soft endosperm wheat (Giroux and Morris, 1997). Higher 
damaged starch increases the amount of water that is 
absorbed by the dough, which is favored in baking leav-
ened breads compared with making cookies and pastries. 
The majority of genetic variation for hardness controlled 
by Ha hardness genes located on the short arm of chro-
mosome 5D, but is also impacted by other small-effect 
loci (Pasha et al., 2010). In industrial markets, kernel size, 
volume, and protein tests are often used for bulk pur-
chasing and allow the wheat to be sorted into marketing 
classes (e.g., hard white, hard red winter, soft white, etc.). 

This segregation to market classes has a large impact for 
milling and flour mixing by millers to ensure consis-
tent end-use products over time. In local markets in the 
developing world, the visual characteristics of a cultivar 
are extremely important, as much of this wheat will be 
purchased as grain then milled and used at home.

The next stage of testing focuses on milling extrac-
tion, protein concentration, and moisture of the flour. 
Increase in flour yield is profitable for millers, but it is 
important to note that optimal flour yield is attained 
when mill rollers and sieves are set appropriately for the 
common shape and size of a specific wheat line. As such, 
experimental test mills cannot be reset for each geno-
type and commercial mills mill a mixture of all different 
varieties. Protein and moisture tests of the flour are often 
used for estimating water absorption in the dough.

Wheat dough is special among cereals for its vis-
coelastic ability to rise and extend while still retaining 
shape and connectivity. The viscoelastic properties of 
wheat are primarily conditioned by the storage proteins, 
glutenins, and gliadins (Delcour and Hoseney, 2010; 
Garg et al., 2006; Payne et al., 1987; Zheng et al., 2009). 
Glutenins are responsible for the elasticity and resistance 
to extension properties of wheat dough, whereas glia-
dins are responsible for the cohesive properties of wheat 
dough, which allow it to rise and retain gas (Delcour 
and Hoseney, 2010). Additionally, other constituents of 
the wheat kernel, such as nonstarch polysaccharides, 
enzymes, oligosaccharides, and damaged starch may also 
have impacts on dough rheology and end-use quality 
(Delcour and Hoseney, 2010). Dough rheology and end-
use tests involve mixing flour to dough to determine the 
viscoelastic properties of strength, elasticity, tolerance, 
and final outcomes of wheat when optimally mixed. 
These tests are time consuming, costly, and require large 
quantities of flour to conduct. However, each of these 
tests are collectively necessary to determine the quality 
profile and a suitable end-use product for a specific wheat 
line (Peña, 2002; Peña et al., 2002).

Historically, the primary focus of wheat breeding is 
grain yield combined with visual selection for lines with 
improved agronomic performance and disease resistance. 
In many breeding programs, quality traits are evaluated 
as a final performance test because the tests are expen-
sive and usually cannot occur until later in the breeding 
program because of the large amount of grain necessary. 
This often results in promising wheat cultivars that can-
not be released because of poor quality. In addition, there 
is limitation for developing any wheat cultivars with good 
and specialized end-use traits. Accurate processing and 
end-use quality prediction models would allow breed-
ing programs to cull unacceptable lines or target specific 
lines earlier in the pipeline before time and resources are 
invested in lines that will not pass the final test.

In the scope of breeding for quantitative traits, 
marker-assisted selection with previously identified 
significant markers has limited prediction power for 
complex traits (Heffner et al., 2011b). Genomic selection 
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models, however, use high-density genotype data sets and 
simultaneously model all additive genetic variance. These 
models use entries with known phenotype and genotype 
to train an algorithm, cross-validate the prediction, and 
then predict traits in materials with only genotype infor-
mation available. This approach was first introduced into 
animal breeding by Meuwissen et al. (2001) demonstrat-
ing that ridge regression and Bayesian approaches could 
be used to model the total additive variance and predict 
breeding values. Their claim that attaining genome-wide 
marker profiles would become cheaper than phenotyping 
each individual is becoming a reality (Poland and Rife, 
2012). Taking all this into consideration, GS could serve 
as a way to predict processing and end-use quality pheno-
types earlier in the pipeline before breeders have enough 
seed for testing and allow predictions of more individuals 
than would be possible to phenotype.

Genomic selection has been evaluated many times 
for wheat yield and disease resistance (Arruda et al., 2015; 
Crossa et al., 2010, 2014; Dawson et al., 2013; Heffner et al., 
2009; Poland et al., 2012b; Rutkoski et al., 2010, 2012, 2014) 
but not thoroughly for wheat processing and end-use qual-
ity. Genomic selection was tested in soft wheat for end-use 
quality in a biparental population and a small breeding 
population (Heffner et al., 2009, 2011a). These studies 
relied on cross-validation, rather than forward predic-
tion approaches, to assess the prediction accuracy of the 
GS models. They did find processing and end-use quality 
traits to be more highly predictive than grain yield.

Here we conducted forward prediction in the breed-
ing program with GS models on all important processing 
and end-use quality traits that are regularly assessed by 
the CIMMYT bread wheat breeding program. The objec-
tive of this study was to determine prediction accuracy of 
several GS models for these complex processing and end-
use quality traits, assess the accuracy of forward predic-
tion into the next year, and introduce GS for end-use qual-
ity to the CIMMYT bread wheat breeding program.

Materials and Methods

Germplasm
Wheat lines used in training and testing the GS models 
were from F5–derived F7 lines in first-year yield tri-
als grown in Ciudad Obregon, Sonora, Mexico, and 
advanced to quality testing in the CIMMYT spring 
bread wheat breeding program. In concordance with the 
selection and advancement of material in the program, a 
given line was only evaluated for quality in 1 yr. Materi-
als were planted in lattice designs with 28 entries to every 
two checks in two replications. Only those selected for 
superior yield or other agronomic performance were 
advanced to processing and end-use quality testing. A 
single sample from one replication was used to measure 
grain, flour, dough, and end-use quality phenotypes for 
each selected wheat line.

Phenotypes
Processing and end-use quality phenotypes were assessed 
from first-year yield trials in the CIMMYT bread wheat 
breeding program. Thus, as noted below, some methods 
have been altered from American Association of Cereal 
Chemists (AACC) standards to increase throughput, 
decrease sample size, or increase variance present among 
samples for breeding selection. Near-infrared spectros-
copy (NIRS) data were also used to train the GS models, 
since this was the data made available on large sample 
sizes in the breeding program.

Grain morphological characteristics were evalu-
ated with the digital image system SeedCount SC5000 
(Next Instruments) and weighed to obtain 1000-kernel 
weight (TKW [g]), which has high correlation between 
hand-counted and image-analyzed TKW (R2 > 0.95; C. 
Guzmán, unpublished data, 2016). A 37.81-mL sample was 
weighed to obtain test weight (TESTWT, kg hL−1), which 
has high correlation between small-scale and full-scale 
TESTWT (R2 > 0.95; C. Guzmán, unpublished data, 2016). 
Grain protein (GRNPRO), hardness (GRNHRD) based on 
particle size index (R2 0.8–0.9; C. Guzmán, unpublished 
data, 2016), and moisture content were determined by 
NIRS using NIR System 6500 (Foss) by the official meth-
ods AACC 39-10, 39-70A, and 39-00, respectively (AACC, 
2000). The GRNPRO was reported at 12.5% moisture 
basis. Grain samples were optimally tempered to 13 to 
16.5%, depending on grain hardness, and milled using 
Brabender Quadrumat Jr. (C. W. Brabender OHG). Flour 
protein (FLRPRO) and moisture content were estimated 
by NIRS using the Antaris II FT-NIR analyzer (Thermo). 
Both NIRS instruments were calibrated for particle size 
index (AACC Method 55-30), moisture (AACC Method 
44-15A), and protein (AACC Method 46-11A). Sodium 
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) sedimentation (FLRSDS) was 
conducted as in Peña et al. (1990). Dough rheology was 
assessed using the Swanson and Working Mixograph 
(National Mfg. Co.) according to AACC method 54-40A 
(AACC, 2000), and the Chopin Alveograph (Tripette & 
Renaud), AACC method 54-30A (AACC, 2000). These 
methods were adjusted to allow for unified optimal water 
absorption based on solvent retention capacity instead 
of the AACC standard method based on protein con-
centration of the sample (Guzmán et al., 2015). Optimal 
mix time (MIXTIM) and torque (MP) were measured by 
Mixograph. Dough strength, work value under the curve 
(ALVW), and tenacity vs. extensibility, the ratio of height 
to length of the curve (P/L), were measured using Alveo-
graph. Alveograph P/L values (ALVPL) were log trans-
formed prior to analysis for normalization then untrans-
formed for data presentation. To assess end-use quality 
for yeast-leavened bread, pup loaves were baked as pan 
bread with AACC method 10-09 (AACC, 2000) using the 
Guzmán et al. (2015) adjustment for optimal water absorp-
tion. Bread loaf volume (LOFVOL) was measured by 
rapeseed displacement in accordance with AACC method 
10-05.01 (AACC, 2000).
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Genotypes
Leaf tissue was collected and bulked from five plants 
per line and DNA was extracted using a modified CTAB 
protocol (Saghai-Maroof et al., 1984). For genotyping-by-
sequencing, DNA was quantified, normalized to 10 μL 
at 10 ng μL−1, digested with two-enzymes PstI and MspI, 
ligated with barcoded adapters, amplified, and then 
sequenced following the protocol of Poland et al. (2012a). 
Sequences were trimmed to 64 bp, unique sequence tags 
were aligned, and single-nucleotide polymorphisms 
(SNPs) were recoded numerically as (−1, 0, 1) using TAS-
SEL 5 v2 (Bradbury et al., 2007). The SNPs were aligned 
with pseudo-positions of the wheat genome using 
POPSEQ (Chapman et al., 2015; International Wheat 
Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2014). The SNPs were 
investigated for percentage missing and heterozygosity. 
Markers with >20% missing data or >20% heterozygous 
calls were discarded. Individuals with >80% missing 
data were also removed from further analysis. Remain-
ing missing SNPs were imputed using mean imputation 
based on marker frequency using R (R Development 
Core Team, 2014) package rrBLUP (Endelman, 2011).

Analyses
Genomic selection models were developed using packages 
in R (R Development Core Team, 2014). Ridge regression 
best linear unbiased predictor (RRBLUP) and reproduc-
ing kernel Hilbert space, here referred to as Gaussian 
kernel (GAUSS), models were conducted using the pack-
age rrBLUP, as described in Endelman (2011). Partial least 
squares regression (PLSR), elastic net, and random forest 
were tested using R packages pls (Mevik and Wehrens, 
2007), glmnet (Friedman et al., 2009), and randomForest 
(Liaw and Wiener, 2002), respectively. The PLSR, elastic 
net, and random forest required model training or speci-
fication before implementation. We used a 10-fold cross-
validation to train the PLSR model for optimal number of 
components to be used in the prediction algorithm. Elas-
tic net was also trained using a 10-fold cross-validation 
in training data to tune the alpha, mixing, and lambda 
regularization parameters. The random forest predictions 
were made using 1000 trees. These models were combined 
by Gaynor (2015) into R package GSwGBS. Correlations 
for all phenotypes were estimated across years in JMP 
Genomics 7.1 (SAS Institute Inc., 2013). Models were tested 
using cross-validation and temporal forward predictions. 
Cross-validation predictions were conducted on all data 
across all years with 20% random masked, which was 
replicated 10 times. Prediction correlations were assessed 
between predicted phenotypes and empirical phenotypes, 
and accuracies were determined by dividing the correla-
tion coefficient by the square root of heritability. Forward 
predictions were conducted using data as it would have 
historically become available to predict the following 
year (i.e., 2009 predicts 2010 and 2009 and 2010 predict 
2011, etc.).

Heritability could not be calculated by traditional 
ANOVA methods because of lack of replication. The 

RRBLUP model’s additive genetic variance (Endelman, 
2011) and the error variance of this model (Ve) were 
calculated. We assume that error variance included 
dominance and epistatic genetic variance along with all 
environmental and measurement error. Additive genetic 
variance was estimated by subtracting RRBLUP error 
variance from phenotypic variance (Vp). Following this, 
a standard calculation of heritability, additive genetic 
variance divided by phenotypic variance, was performed 
(Falconer and Mackay, 1996):

-
= p e2

p

V V
h

V
 [1]

We calculated the relative gain from indirect selection 
using the genotype data, as possible, with GS compared 
with direct selection on the quality phenotypes. In the 
CIMMYT program, it is currently possible to genotype the 
entire set of up to 10,000 lines in first-year yield testing. 
Less than 2000 of these lines are advanced for quality 
testing. A set of ~1000 lines are advanced for second-year 
replicated testing in multiple environments. Based on 
these population sizes for selection and quality testing, 
we have a conservative estimate of 10% selection intensity 
using GS (i = 1.755) and a maximum selection intensity of 
50% possible for phenotypic selection (i = 0.798).

From Falconer and Mackay (1996) relative gain from 
indirect selection was then calculated as the ratio of CRX 
to RX based on the following:

= Y Y A

X X

CR i h r
R i h

 [2]

where CR is the correlated response to indirect selec-
tion, R is the response to direct selection, i designates the 
selection intensity for direct selection on X and indirect 
selection on Y, h is the square root of heritability, and rA 
is the additive genetic correlation.

The phenotypic correlation between two traits can be 
noted as a function of the additive genetic correlation and 
the environmental correlation (Falconer and Mackay, 1996):

= +P X Y A X Y Er h h r e e r  [3]

As we are predicting to new environments, we assume no 
environmental correlation between the GEBVs and phe-
notypic observations leaving the following:

=P X Y Ar h h r  [4]

Substituting to Eq. [2] gives an estimate of relative gain 
based on phenotypic correlation:

= Y P
2

X X

CR i r
R i h

 [5]

Using this equation, we calculated the relative gain of GS 
for each quality trait using increased selection intensity.
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Results and Discussion

Materials and Genotypes
Phenotypic assessment was conducted on 7858 lines in 
first-year yield trials between 2009 and 2015 for process-
ing and end-use quality. In the first year of the project, 
2009, only individuals promoted to advanced testing 
were genotyped, whereas for other years, all individuals 
in the first-year yield test were genotyped. This resulted 
in many fewer individuals present in the first year. Fil-
tering for large amounts of missing genotypic data per 
individual resulted in 5520 individuals with high-quality 
genotype and phenotype for GS (Table 1). Originally, 
20,833 SNPs were found using the TASSEL 5 v2 pipeline. 
Since no significant differences were found in model 
accuracy as marker number increased, SNPs were then 
restricted to no more than 20% missing to ensure higher 
accuracy through reduced reliance on imputation. This 
resulted in 3075 SNPs that were used in the GS models. 
Markers were used as nonpositioned de novo markers, 
though A and B chromosomes were more densely cov-
ered than D chromosomes.

Phenotype Means
Phenotype distributions of all traits within all years fol-
lowed an approximately normal distribution (Supplemen-
tal Fig. S1, S2), except Alveograph P/L (Supplemental Fig. 
S2), which was log transformed for subsequent analysis 
(Box and Cox, 1964). Phenotype mean and standard errors 
are presented by year (Table 2). Heritability estimates 
made from RRBLUP error and phenotypic variances 
were moderate, ranging between 0.41 and 0.68 (Table 2). 
Previous reports have also estimated the heritability of 
most processing and end-use quality traits as intermediate 
(Breseghello and Sorrells, 2006; Kuchel et al., 2006).

Protein assessments were highly correlated (Table 
3) as could be expected, since the majority of the protein 
in the wheat kernel is stored in the endosperm (Delcour 
and Hoseney, 2010). Most dough rheology traits evalu-
ated here were highly correlated with the exception of 
Alveograph P/L (Table 3). Phenotypic correlations in this 
study again demonstrate that no single quality test is a 
substitute for end-use testing, as the correlations from all 
other parameters are present but not strongly correlated 
to final pup loaf volume (Table 3). This further supports 

classification systems for end use as a function of several 
quality phenotypes (Peña, 2002).

Genomic Selection
Reflecting the power of large training populations, GS 
prediction accuracy in forward prediction increased 
over time as more lines and environments were added 
to the models. Cross-validation accuracy was, on aver-
age, 31.8% greater than all models in all years and 19% 
more accurate, on average, than 2015 forward predic-
tions. This higher accuracy varied across traits, where 
ALVPL demonstrated <1% change in accuracy between 
cross-validation and forward prediction in contrast with 
a 44% difference for the TESTWT predictions. This dem-
onstrates that forward prediction is much more difficult, 
and cross-validations likely overinflate results breeders 
may expect with implementation of GS. With unbal-
anced data from breeding programs and confounded 
cohorts of full-sib and closely related lines being evalu-
ated under common environments (years), the cross-
validation approach of genotype-only models are likely 
overestimating the predictive ability for GS.

Genomic selection models used in this study pro-
duced very similar results in forward prediction, with 
the exception of random forest having lower prediction 
accuracy (Fig. 1, 2). It is known that models have dif-
fering performance with varying genetic architecture 
of traits. The GAUSS was the best prediction model for 
all traits in cross-validation (Fig. 3). However, GAUSS 
did not have the same significant advantage in forward 
predictions (Fig. 1, 2). This indicates that GAUSS could 
be benefitting from the full siblings present within year 
but not across year as is common in breeding programs. 
The full-sib testing within a year would have confounded 
environment with cross-validation that would benefit 
from weighting of kinship in the GAUSS models, but this 
model would not predict as well into new years (environ-
ments) with more distantly related breeding lines.

Response to selection using GS as a correlated trait 
indicated that for all traits, GS has increased response to 
selection than phenotypic selection. Increases in section 
response ranged from 35 (TESTWT) to 147% (ALVPL) 
over phenotypic selection (Table 4). For CIMMYT wheat 
quality screening, 10% selection intensity (i = 1.755) was 
used for GS, and 50% selection intensity (i = 0.798) was 
used for a phenotypic selection value. These increases 
in response to selection from GS largely are due to the 
increased selection intensity, where the full yield trial 
may be genotyped, rather than phenotyping only those 
individuals passing the yield test.

For the kernel traits, data for TKW was only avail-
able starting in 2012 (Table 2). Prediction correlations 
for TKW increased from 0.40 to 0.49 over time (Table 5). 
Random forest performed worst for this trait (Fig. 1). The 
TESTWT predictions also increased with time from 0.1 
in the first year to 0.34 in 2015 (Table 5; Fig. 1). Initially, 
there was no predictive ability for GRNHRD in 2011. As 
with TESTWT, a larger training set over time increased 

Table 1. Materials available for genomic selec-
tion modeling.

Trial harvest  
year

Total no. lines  
in yield trial

No. lines screened  
for quality

Phenotype and 
genotype available

2010 4956 1258 250
2011 6685 1000 995
2012 10,196 1580 850
2013 9436 1215 886
2014 7672 1345 1114
2015 8872 1460 1425
Total 47,817 7858 5520
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this prediction to 0.32 correlation between the observed 
and predicted in 2015 (Table 5; Fig. 1). The GRNHRD 
also had one of the lowest predictive accuracies in cross-
validation (Fig. 4). Though hardness is under the control 
of major-effect loci, within a given breeding program, 
lines are generally fixed for the major alleles, leaving 
minimal genetic variance and low heritability. The results 
observed here corroborate with Heffner et al. (2011a) 
who found that softness had lower prediction accuracy 
than other quality traits. Although there was a normally 
distributed phenotypic range for GRNHRD (Supplemen-
tal Fig. S1), most materials in this data set are still clas-
sified as hard or semihard with few soft lines present. A 
high proportion of the CIMMYT historical and breeding 
lines previously tested had the haplotype Pina-D1b and 
Pinb-D1a alleles for the hardness (Ha) genes on the short 
arm of chromosome 5D (Lillemo et al., 2006). Protein 
concentration, where more protein leads to harder grain, 

may be one of the factors responsible for some of the 
smaller differences found within hardness class (Pasha et 
al., 2010).

With the milling traits, FLRYLD data was first 
available in 2011 for prediction in 2012 (Table 2, 3). This 
was the only trait that did not show a marked increase 
in prediction accuracy over time. The predictions for 
FLRYLD were highest in the first year of testing and 
dropped slightly in the following years (Table 5; Fig. 1). 
Grain and flour protein are very highly correlated pheno-
types (Table 3) and follow very closely to one another in 
predictive ability for GS (Table 5; Fig. 1). In these traits, 
we have seen a general increase over time. The FLRSDS, 
which is correlated to both protein and dough rheology 
traits (Table 3), has intermediate prediction accuracy 
(Fig. 2, 3) but may have come to a forward accuracy pla-
teau of between 0.5 and 0.6 (Fig. 2; Table 5).

Table 2. Phenotype means and standard errors by year and narrow-sense heritability (h2) across years.

Phenotype†

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

ALL

No. of entries

250 995 850 886 1114 1460

Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE h2

TKW 48.30 0.13 46.57 0.11 47.79 0.11 44.60 0.09 0.60
TESTWT 82.43 0.06 80.15 0.05 82.37 0.03 81.83 0.03 81.74 0.03 80.81 0.03 0.56
GRNHRD 40.75 0.36 45.77 0.15 40.31 0.16 42.95 0.11 43.56 0.09 45.86 0.06 0.41
GRNPRO 12.07 0.05 11.73 0.02 11.31 0.02 11.70 0.02 12.23 0.02 12.45 0.05 0.43
FLRYLD 67.55 0.11 68.83 0.08 69.35 0.06 70.57 0.06 70.92 0.02 0.55
FLRPRO 10.22 0.05 10.20 0.02 9.57 0.02 9.99 0.02 10.71 0.02 11.03 0.02 0.57
FLRSDS 14.86 0.15 14.35 0.07 13.83 0.08 14.05 0.26 13.68 0.06 14.79 0.06 0.62
MIXTIM 2.75 0.04 3.15 0.02 3.11 0.02 3.35 0.03 2.97 0.02 3.27 0.02 0.68
MP 106.12 1.00 116.41 0.92 123.02 1.10 113.16 0.83 126.90 0.83 0.63
ALVW 285.88 5.70 256.68 2.17 271.58 2.33 291.74 3.10 253.06 2.49 263.70 2.19 0.65
ALVPL 1.04 0.02 0.93 0.01 1.03 0.01 0.99 0.01 0.96 0.01 0.74 0.01 0.46
LOFVOL 746.12 4.22 785.25 1.49 752.46 2.48 807.83 1.85 822.59 1.72 821.64 1.30 0.63

† TKW, 1000-kernel weight (g); TESTWT, test weight (kg hL−1); GRNHRD, grain hardness (PSI); GRNPRO, grain protein (at 12.5% moisture basis); FLRYLD, flour yield from milling (percentage recovered); FLRPRO, 
flour protein (at 14% moisture basis); FLRSDS, flour sodium dodecyl sulfate sedimentation volume (mL); MIXTIM, optimum mix time (min); MP, torque at the integral of the midline peak; ALVW, work value from 
Alveograph curve (J); ALVPL, Alveograph P (tenacity) divided by L (extensibility) (mm mm–1); LOFVOL, pup loaf volume (cm3).

Table 3. Phenotypic correlations over all years.

TKW† TESTWT GRNHRD FLRYDL GRNPRO FLRPRO FLRSDS MIXTIM MP ALVW ALVPL

TESTWT 0.08
GRNHRD −0.23 −0.20
FLRYLD −0.21 0.03 0.18
GRNPRO 0.04 −0.04 −0.17 −0.13
FLRPRO 0.04 −0.05 −0.20 −0.09 0.94
FLRSDS 0.02 0.00 −0.20 −0.18 0.45 0.46
MIXTIM −0.13 0.01 −0.12 −0.12 −0.09 −0.09 0.40
MP −0.10 0.04 −0.16 −0.16 −0.01 0.00 0.48 0.97
ALVW −0.06 0.04 −0.22 −0.20 0.20 0.22 0.61 0.84 0.90
ALVPL 0.11 0.16 −0.28 −0.26 −0.19 −0.19 0.03 0.36 0.41 0.43
LOFVOL −0.13 −0.17 −0.05 −0.03 0.51 0.53 0.58 0.30 0.34 0.44 −0.27

† TKW, 1000-kernel weight (g); TESTWT, test weight (kg hL−1); GRNHRD, grain hardness (PSI); GRNPRO, grain protein (at 12.5% moisture basis); FLRYLD, flour yield from milling (percentage recovered); FLRPRO, 
flour protein (at 14% moisture basis); FLRSDS, flour sodium dodecyl sulfate sedimentation volume (mL); MIXTIM, optimum mix time (min); MP, torque at the integral of the midline peak; ALVW, work value from 
Alveograph curve (J); ALVPL, Alveograph P (tenacity) divided by L (extensibility) (mm mm–1); LOFVOL, pup loaf volume (cm3).
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Fig. 1. Genomic selection forward prediction correlations for 1000-kernel weight (TKW), test weight (TESTWT), grain hardness 
(GRNHRD), flour yield (FLRYLD), grain protein (GRNPRO), and flour protein (FLRPRO) over time.

Fig. 2. Genomic selection forward prediction correlations for flour sodium dodecyl sulfate sedimentation (FLRSDS), Mixograph mix time 
(MIXTIM), Mixograph torque (MP), Alveograph dough strength (W) and tenacity vs. extensibility (P/L) (ALVW and ALVPL), and loaf vol-
ume (LOFVOL) over time.
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Dough rheology traits are the foundation of deter-
mining gluten type classification at CIMMYT (R.J. Peña, 
unpublished data, 2011), which is part of their assess-
ment for best-suited end-use quality type. For example, 
strong gluten is typically favored in pan breads; medium 
strength gluten is better for flat breads and noodles; weak 
gluten is best for cakes, cookies, and pastries; and tena-
cious gluten is only acceptable as wheat for animal feed 
(Peña, 2002). For these traits, MIXTIM, MP, and ALVW 
were all highly correlated (Table 3). The Mixograph 
percentage torque and ALVW are measures of gluten 
strength, while ALVPL is a better indication of the bal-
ance of dough tenacity and extensibility. The Mixograph 
mix time, MP, and ALVW had good prediction accuracy 
with forward (Fig. 2; Table 5) and cross-validation (Fig. 
3; Table 5). As ALVPL was not normally distributed, we 
employed log transformation, which lead to ~5% increase 
in prediction accuracy for this trait (data not shown). 
Still, ALVPL prediction correlations were lower than 
other dough rheology traits (Fig. 2, 3; Table 5), likely a 

result of this trait being a ratio of two independent mea-
sures. Unfortunately, data were not recorded separately 
as P and L values over the years, so this comparison 
could not be made. The ALVPL forward prediction cor-
relations increased from 0.24 to 0.52 in 2015 with the 
addition of data over time (Fig. 2).

Baking a pup loaf is the final end-use quality test to 
determine appropriateness of a wheat line for industrial 
pan bread. This test gives quantitative and qualitative 
results not only of the loaf size but also how the loaf and 
crumb structure appear and can then also be used in stal-
ing studies. Here we demonstrate that forward prediction 
accuracy of LOFVOL was 0.49 in 2015 (Fig. 2; Table 5).

Prediction accuracy of whole-genome models was 
lower in forward prediction than cross-validation for all 
traits (Fig. 4; Table 5). This likely is due to cross-valida-
tion models using training and testing data containing 
all years thus better accounting for environmental varia-
tion in the test set. Another reason could be due to the 
possibility of full siblings being randomly assigned to 

Fig. 3. Genomic selection cross-validation correlations for all methods. TKW, 1000-kernel weight (g); TESTWT, test weight (kg hL−1); 
GRNHRD, grain hardness (PSI); GRNPRO, grain protein (at 12.5% moisture basis); FLRYLD, flour yield from milling (percentage recov-
ered); FLRPRO, flour protein (at 14% moisture basis); FLRSDS, flour sodium dodecyl sulfate sedimentation volume (mL); MIXTIM, optimum 
mix time (min); MP, torque at the integral of the midline peak; ALVW, work value from Alveograph curve (J); ALVPL, Alveograph P 
(tenacity) divided by L (extensibility) (mm mm–1); LOFVOL, pup loaf volume (cm3). Method: ELNET, elastic net; GAUSS, Gaussian kernel; 
PLSR, partial least squares regression; RF, random forest; RRBLUP, ridge regression best linear unbiased predictor.
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training and testing sets in cross-validation. The selec-
tion procedure in the breeding program keeps all good 
material, regardless of their relationship, and sometimes 
favors advancement of large groups of full siblings. In the 
full yield trial of 2014 (n = 7672), there was an average of 
5.3 entries per cross with a maximum of 51 full siblings 
for one specific cross (data not shown). Thus, we assume 
cross-validation represents an overinflation compared 
with forward predictions not accounting for genotype-
by-environment interactions and leveraging more infor-
mation from relatives than would be available for predic-
tion and selection into new crosses and generations of 
the breeding program.

Conclusions
Wheat quality is typically not the primary breeding 
objective; it is often secondary to yield, agronomic per-
formance, and disease resistance. Though quality traits 
are important selection criteria, the population sizes that 
can be assessed for quality are generally much smaller, 
often unreplicated, and testing occurs at a later stage in 

the breeding pipeline because of cost and quantity of 
seed needed. However, with the implementation of GS 
for wheat quality, predictions that are available in earlier 
generations can enable better selection for quality and 
even targeting of wheat lines to potential areas of specific 
end use. The models here demonstrate that GS for pro-
cessing and end-use quality has sufficient accuracy for 
implementation in the breeding program. In addition, 
prediction correlations and accuracies increased over 
time, likely a result of increasing training population 
size and the incorporation of data from additional envi-
ronments into the training model. Finally, GS is heavily 
favored as a selection tool having high response to selec-
tion because of the increase in selection intensity that 
can occur when screening all available materials.

There are known genes of large effect in wheat 
for milling and baking quality leading to potential for 
marker-assisted selection. However, there are also impacts 
on these traits by more quantitative sources as well. Fur-
thermore, many of the large-effect loci for quality will 
be fixed within a given breeding program. Indeed, the 

Fig. 4. Genomic selection accuracy over time using Gaussian kernel genomic selection method. TKW, 1000-kernel weight (g); TESTWT, 
test weight (kg hL−1); GRNHRD, grain hardness (PSI); GRNPRO, grain protein (at 12.5% moisture basis); FLRYLD, flour yield from milling 
(percentage recovered); FLRPRO, flour protein (at 14% moisture basis); FLRSDS, flour sodium dodecyl sulfate sedimentation volume (mL); 
MIXTIM, optimum mix time (min); MP, torque at the integral of the midline peak; ALVW, work value from Alveograph curve (J); ALVPL, 
Alveograph P (strength) divided by L (extensibility) (mm mm−1); LOFVOL, pup loaf volume (cm3).
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Pin alleles are essentially fixed in this material, removing 
variance from this large effect locus for grain hardness 
(data not shown). In the CIMMYT bread wheat program, 
marker-assisted selection is not conducted for quality 
except for SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis for 
high- and low-molecular weight glutenins on parental 
lines. Currently, SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
is more expensive than genotyping-by-sequencing and 
is conducted on far fewer selected entries. A compari-
son could be made between these marker systems, but it 
would severely reduce the population size and bias the 
training and testing populations, since the parental mate-
rials have already been selected for quality.

The CIMMYT bread wheat breeding program does 
not breed solely for one end-use quality product such as 
industrial leavened bread. Rather the focus is on wheat 
lines suitable to different wheat products found around the 
world. Therefore, the program strives to increase process-
ing and end-use quality but does not necessarily cull mate-
rials for not fitting into industrial wheat bread-making 
standards. Following these ideas, we did not use a selec-
tion index for wheat quality specified to target a specific 
end-use product. Instead, all phenotypes were predicted 
with an indication of performance relative to standard 
checks and the mean of the predicted set for each trait, 
where one and two standard deviations from predicted 
mean were noted. The greatest advantage of predicted 
values was that they are available at harvest time on all 

materials in the yield trial, enabling selection for quality 
along with agronomic traits and yield in the progression of 
the breeding cycle. As quality testing can only be started 
after completing harvest, phenotypic data is typically not 
available in time for selection decisions for the next field 
nursery season. Additionally, traditionally, only those that 
were selected on yield performance were phenotyped, 
whereas with GS, all materials were screened.

Phenotyping for all wheat processing and end-use 
quality for the traits included in this study requires at least 
700 g of seed and represents a considerable cost beyond 
that of yield testing. Wheat breeding programs may screen 
lines for traits that can be assessed in small samples, such 
as protein, SDS sedimentation, solvent retention capac-
ity, or Mixograph, in early generations but typically do 
not have enough seed for most quality tests until after 
preliminary yield tests with a full yield plot. Genotyp-
ing a wheat line can be conducted immediately following 
line derivation in a nondestructive manner. This genomic 
profile gives potential for prediction of these quality traits 
years earlier than phenotyping as well as predicting many 
other traits. Still, we do not consider GS a replacement for 
phenotypic selection, but GS can be used to make more 
informed selection decisions for material advancement 
between harvest and planting of the next cycle and for pri-
oritizing what is evaluated in the quality labs.

There is a distinct advantage for implementing GS 
for selection on quality, as considerably larger population 
sizes can be evaluated through genotyping than by phe-
notypic assessment of milling and baking. Reflecting this, 
the expected gain from selection is 1.4 to 2.7 times greater 
for GS when increasing the number of selection candidates 
from 2000 to 10,000. When comparing different breeding 
schemes, it is important to make a cost analysis to estimate 
an equal operating budget for each different breeding 
approach (Heffner et al., 2010; Lorenz, 2013). However, as 
selection for yield will be the primary driver of adoption 
of GS in breeding programs, the cost of genotyping will be 
largely offset by reduced or optimized yield testing, leav-
ing a marginal indirect cost for predicting other traits. As 
the genotypes can be used to predict any trait, there is no 
additional cost for predicting quality phenotypes on top of 
the predictions for yield. Regardless, the actual cost associ-
ated with phenotyping 1000 breeding lines for quality at 
$100 to $200 per sample is roughly equivalent to genotyp-
ing 10,000 lines at $10 to $20 per sample.

Genomic selection for processing and end-use qual-
ity at CIMMYT has now been in development since 2012. 
In 2014, predictions for end-use and processing quality 
were available in the fall before phenotype assessments 
were completed. In 2015, quality phenotypes were pre-
dicted in the spring at the time of harvest for 9100 lines 
in first-year yield trials. These predicted phenotypes, with 
correlations and accuracies from the 2014 cycle, were used 
in the breeding program for selection decisions and line 
advancement. It is expected that predictive information 
regarding end-use quality earlier in the breeding program 

Table 4. Comparison of response to selection using 
direct (phenotypic) and indirect (genomic) selection. 
Phenotypic selection threshold of 50% and genomic 
selection threshold of 10% giving selection intensity (i) 
of 0.798 and 1.755, respectively.

Phenotype†
Narrow-sense 

heritability (h2) rP‡

Response

CR/R§ Increase in response

%
TKW† 0.60 0.485 1.78 78
TESTWT 0.56 0.343 1.35 35
GRNHRD 0.41 0.322 1.73 73
FLRYLD 0.43 0.399 2.04 104
GRNPRO 0.55 0.545 2.18 118
FLRPRO 0.57 0.530 2.04 104
FLRSDS 0.62 0.550 1.95 95
MIXTIM 0.68 0.620 2.01 101
MP 0.63 0.619 2.16 116
ALVW 0.65 0.583 1.97 97
ALVPL 0.46 0.516 2.47 147
LOFVOL 0.63 0.486 1.70 70

† TKW, 1000-kernel weight (g); TESTWT, test weight (kg hL−1); GRNHRD, grain hardness (PSI); GRN-
PRO, grain protein (at 12.5% moisture basis); FLRYLD, flour yield from milling (percentage recovered); 
FLRPRO, flour protein (at 14% moisture basis); FLRSDS, flour sodium dodecyl sulfate sedimentation 
volume (mL); MIXTIM, optimum mix time (min); MP, torque at the integral of the midline peak; 
ALVW, work value from Alveograph curve (J); ALVPL, Alveograph P (tenacity) divided by L (extensibil-
ity) (mm mm–1); LOFVOL, pup loaf volume (cm3).

‡ rP, correlation between forward-predicted and empirical value in 2015.

§ CR/R, response to selection of correlated trait.
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work represents contribution number 16-037-J from the 
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station.
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flour protein (at 14% moisture basis); FLRSDS, flour sodium dodecyl sulfate sedimentation volume (mL); MIXTIM, optimum mix time (min); MP, torque at the integral of the midline peak; ALVW, work value from 
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